Vensafe Multiticket
Have one receipt with all chosen Vensafe products.
This saves the customer time and increases the sale
Multiticket
One receipt for all Vensafe products

One receipt for all Vensafe products you are buying
• You can now have one receipt for all your Vensafe products you are buying. One receipt applies when
you are having more of the same product or if you need different types of products
• This saves your customer time and increases the sale
• A Konsum store in Germany has taken this in use, and we can already see a sales increase on 30%

Vensafe Multiticket
One receipt for all chosen Vensafe products
This is how you shop with Multiticket:
Choose product group:
Start by choosing a product group.
One shopping list is displayed on to the right, that informs you on which
products are selected and the selected number within each product.
The shopping list will give you full overview along the way

Choose product:
Choose a product and the required number. Choose up to 15 products.
Continue to select products from the different categories og brands that are
available. When selecting products, the screen will display which number that
are available in color and the rest will be faded. There is also a possibility for
a forecontroll on the number quantity i.e. non prescription medicine

Print out:
Print out when you are done shopping and wait for ONE receipt
The Multiticket receipt displays clearly all your chosen products.
Bring the receipt to the check out for activation and payment.
The cashier can also add more products on the customer’s Multiticket
or change to the required number

Retrieve products:
The products are retrieved from the dispenser by scanning the barkode
one the receipt only once. The screen will display the delivery status on each
product

